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High-resolution in vivo monophasic gastric slow waves to
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Background: Gastric bio-electrical slow waves are, in part, responsible for coordinat-
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not been thoroughly investigated due to the lack of suitable experimental techniques.
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ing motility. Spatial dynamics about the recovery phase of slow wave recordings have
Methods: A high-resolution multi-channel suction electrode array was developed and
applied in pigs to acquire monophasic gastric slow waves. Signal characteristics were
verified against biphasic slow waves recorded by conventional surface contact electrode arrays. Monophasic slow wave events were categorized into two groups based
on their morphological characteristics, after which their amplitudes, activation to recovery intervals, and gradients were quantified and compared. Coverage of activation
and recovery maps for both electrode types were calculated and compared.
Key Results: Monophasic slow waves had a more pronounced recovery phase with a
higher gradient than biphasic slow waves (0.5 ± 0.1 vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 mV·s−1). Between the
2 groups of monophasic slow waves, there was a significant difference in amplitude
(1.8 ± 0.5 vs. 1.1 ± 0.2 mV), activation time gradient (0.8 ± 0.2 vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 mV·s−1), and
recovery time gradient (0.5 ± 0.1 vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 mV·s−1). For the suction and conven-

tional contact electrode arrays, the recovery maps had reduced coverage compared
to the activation maps (4 ± 6% and 43 ± 11%, respectively).
Conclusions and Inferences: A novel high-resolution multi-channel suction electrode
array was developed and applied in vivo to record monophasic gastric slow waves.
Slow wave recovery phase analysis could be performed more efficiently on monophasic signals compared with biphasic signals, due to the more identifiable recovery
phases.
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waves have been recorded using a variety of techniques, capturing
either a biphasic or monophasic morphology, to understand its role
in normal health and disease.3–7

In the gastrointestinal system, bio-electrical events known as slow
1

waves are in part responsible for coordinating motility. The inter-

The morphology of biphasic slow waves begins with a shal-

stitial cells of Cajal are a specialized network of pacemaker cells that

low positive deflection denoting the advancing slow wave over

generate and propagate slow waves across the musculature. 2 Slow

an electrode, followed by a sharp negative deflection, known as
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the activation phase, indicating tissue depolarization as an advancing wavefront passes the electrode. A gradual return to the

Key points

baseline is then observed as the wavefront continues to advance,

• Gastric bio-electrical slow waves are, in part, responsi-

denoting the recovery phase as the tissue is repolarized.8 Inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate-dependent Ca

2+

ble for coordinating motility. Spatial dynamics about the

release is attributed to the

recovery phase of slow wave recordings have not been

slow wave activation phase,9 while the slow wave plateau phase

thoroughly investigated due to the lack of suitable ex-

is the result of the Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release10 and the slow wave

perimental techniques.

recovery phase is dependent on Cl− ion conductance. Traditionally,

• A high-resolution multi-channel suction electrode array

sparse (low-resolution) contact electrodes have been used to record

was developed and applied in pigs to acquire monopha-

biphasic slow waves from the gastrointestinal system.11 Recently,

sic gastric slow waves, compared to biphasic gastric slow

high-resolution mapping techniques have been applied to quantify

waves recorded by conventional contact electrodes.

the spatiotemporal propagation of slow wave activation from bipha12,13

sic slow wave recordings.

• Monophasic slow waves had a more pronounced re-

Using biphasic high-resolution meth-

covery phase with a higher gradient than biphasic slow

ods, patterns of abnormal activity, similar to cardiac arrhythmias,

waves. Thus, slow wave recovery phase analysis could

were observed in the stomach, providing a renewed understanding

be performed more efficiently on monophasic signals

of the importance of slow waves in health and disease.14,15

compared with biphasic signals.

Monophasic slow waves on the other hand mimic the intracellular action potentials, and to date have been recorded using single-site
or sparse electrodes.8,16,17 To achieve a monophasic potential, the
electrode is pressed onto the recording site6,18 or the tissue is invag-

interval (RAI). In cardiac electrophysiology, ARI is termed the action

inated into a glass tube which contains the recording electrode.19,20

potential duration (APD). Biphasic and monophasic action potential

The morphology of a biphasic slow wave can be approximated by the

recordings have been used to investigate non-uniform shortening

second differential of the monophasic potential (intracellular action

of the APD and its relationship with arrhythmias26 and to explain

In monophasic action potential recordings

the transition from tachycardia to fibrillation. 27 The recovery phase

from the epicardium, immediately after the activation phase, there is

of cardiac action potentials has provided a better understanding of

a rapid but transient downstroke before the plateau phase, termed

arrhythmias and enabled the assessment of drugs and therapies. In

early repolarization. 22 Previous gastrointestinal studies have also il-

the gastrointestinal field, biphasic slow wave recordings have been

potential) with time.

21

lustrated the presence of early repolarization in monophasic slow

used to relate changes in ARI and RAI to abnormal slow wave prop-

wave recordings.6,16

agations, but have not been investigated further. 28 In summary, the

The morphology of monophasic action potentials has been ex-

ARI and the RAI are important metrics used in both the cardiac and

plained by 2 hypotheses. 23 The first hypothesis is that the suction

the gastrointestinal fields. To date, single-site suction electrodes

electrodes injure the cells underneath the electrode, and this results

have been applied on the gastric serosa to validate recordings of

in monophasic action potentials recorded between the injured and

slow waves.4 There is valuable recovery information contained in the

the uninjured cells. It remains unclear whether the source of the

monophasic slow wave recordings that have not been investigated

monophasic action potentials is from the injured cells (depolarizing

to date. In addition, there is a need to acquire spatial information of

electrode) or the uninjured cells (reference electrode). The second

the recovery profiles to better understand the genesis and progres-

hypothesis is based on the “volume conductor” theory, where a lo-

sion of gastrointestinal disorders, similar to the cardiac field.

calized depolarizing effect is caused by the negative pressure ap-

In this paper, the design and fabrication of a novel multi-channel

plied to the tissue by the capillary glass tube. A “sink” or “source”

high-resolution monophasic slow wave recording device (suction

current is created between the affected tissue (depolarizing elec-

electrode array) are presented. After which, this electrde array de-

trode) and the adjacent unaffected tissue (reference electrode) and

sign was applied to in vivo pig studies. The suction electrode arrays

gives rise to the monophasic morphology. This hypothesis suggests

can capture both the activation and the recovery profiles of slow

that the source of the monophasic action potentials is the reference

waves and were verified against the conventional high-resolution

electrode. The latter hypothesis has been supported through simu-

contact electrode arrays.

lation studies in the cardiac and the gastrointestinal fields, in which
the potential voltage of the affected tissue was fixed, resulting in
monophasic morphology.4,24 In addition to the modeling studies, experimental studies have also confirmed that the reference electrode
as the source of monophasic action potentials. 25
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2.1 | Animals

The steepest point during the activation or the recovery phase
is defined as the activation time (AT) or the recovery time (RT). The

Ethical approval was granted by the University of Auckland Animal

time difference between the AT and the next RT is termed the ac-

Ethics Committee. White cross-breed, weaner female pigs (n = 8,

tivation to recovery interval (ARI), whereas the time difference be-

41.3 ± 2.3 kg) were acquired from commercial breeders (PIC New

tween the RT and the next AT is termed the recovery to activation

Zealand).

|
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2.2 | Surgical procedures

3 of 11

suction port of the holder was connected to a stopcock via a piece
of flexible tubing (Tygon S3 E-3603, Saint-Gobain, La Défense). The

The surgical procedures were previously described.13 In brief, the

silver electrode wire was connected to the mapping system via a

pigs were fasted overnight, and were subjected to general anesthe-

female 2 mm pin connector (105–0702-0 01, Cinch Connectivity

sia induced with Zoletil (zolazepam HCl 50 mg·ml−1 and tiletamine

Solutions) and a copper wire.

−1

HCl 50 mg·ml ), and maintained with isoflurane (2.5%–5% with an
oxygen flow of 400 ml within a closed-circuit anesthetic system).
Vital signs, including oxygen saturations, heart rate, blood pressure,

2.3.2 | Multi-channel suction electrode array

and core temperature, were continuously monitored and maintained
within normal physiological limits.

A design drawing and application of the multi-channel suction

The gastric serosa was exposed by performing a mid-line lapa-

electrode array are shown in Figure 1(B,C). The multi-channel suc-

rotomy. The electrodes were placed in the distal corpus or proximal

tion electrode arrays were created by integrating multiple single-

antrum of the stomach, and the wound edges were approximated as

channel suction electrodes using an acrylic grid frame. Two acrylic

much as possible to minimize cooling and drying. The locations of the

grid frames capable of incorporating 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 channels were

electrode arrays were recorded relative to anatomical landmarks.

designed in SOLIDWORKS 2019 SP0.0 (Dassault Systèmes). The

The stomach was allowed to stabilize for approximately 10 min prior

holes on the acrylic grid frame were designed to accommodate

to commencing recordings. An ActiveTwo multi-channel mapping

the outer diameter beneath the suction port of the microelectrode

system (BioSemi), modified for passive recordings, was used to re-

holders. An inter-e lectrode spacing of 10 mm was used to allow

cord the signals from the electrode platforms at a sampling rate of

space for the suction ports and the flexible tubing. The acrylic

512 Hz. The reference electrodes were placed on the hindquarter

board was 10 mm thick and was laser cut using a Trotec Speedy

thigh.

300 laser engraver.

The pigs were euthanized with a bolus injection of 50 ml of a sat-

Flexible tubing was attached to the suction port of each micro-

urated solution of magnesium sulfate at the end of the experiments

electrode holder. Next, the microelectrode holders were inserted

while under anesthesia.

into the frame. For the 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 multi-channel suction electrode arrays, the microelectrode holders were equally divided into
either 3 or 5 suction bundles. Within each suction bundle, a stopcock

2.3 | Suction electrode manufacture

was used to control the suction of all the microelectrode holders
by joining the free ends with cross connectors (X0-1, Eldon James).

2.3.1 | Single-channel suction electrode

The silver wire of all the microelectrode holders was trimmed to the
same length (49 mm below the suction ports). Finally, the capillary

A single-channel suction electrode is shown in Figure 1(A). The man-

glass tube was trimmed, installed, and connected to the recording

ufacturing process was based on methods previously described. 29 In

device as described in Section 2.3.1.

brief, a silver wire with a diameter of 0.254 mm (A-M Systems) was
used as the electrode within the microelectrode holder (672443,
A-M Systems). A capillary glass tube with an inner diameter of

2.4 | Recording acquisition and filtering methods

0.86 mm and an outer diameter of 1.5 mm (628000, A-M Systems)
was trimmed such that the silver wire electrode tip would be level

High-resolution suction electrode and contact flexible printed cir-

with the capillary glass tube tip when installed. The glass tube was

cuit (FPC) electrode (192–224 electrodes with 4 mm spacing) ar-

then installed onto the holder around the silver wire electrode. The

rays were placed adjacent to each other in gentle contact with the

(A)

(B)

(C)

F I G U R E 1 Single-channel and multi-channel suction electrodes. (A) Assembled single-channel suction electrode. (B) Design drawing of
the 5 × 5 multi-channel suction electrode array. (C) A photo of a 5 × 5 multi-channel suction electrode array applied to the gastric serosa.
Components include (1) a stopcock, (2) flexible tubing, (3) a capillary glass tube, (4) a microelectrode holder, (5) a female 2 mm pin connector,
(6) copper wire, and (7) an acrylic grid frame with 5 × 5 channels
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gastric serosa. A clamp stand was used to hold the suction electrode array in place, while warm saline soaked gauze was placed

2.5.2 | Average morphology, amplitude,
ARI, and gradient

on top of the FPC electrode array to hold it in place. The following
steps were used to apply negative pressure to each channel of the

For each pig, the average morphology of biphasic slow wave,

suction electrode array: (i) a syringe was filled with warm saline

monophasic slow wave, monophasic slow wave morphology 1, and

solution and used to fill the capillary glass tube via the stopcock;

monophasic slow wave morphology 2 signals were determined.

(ii) suction was applied until a portion of the serosa invaginated

The overall average morphology was generated by calculating the

into the capillary glass tube; and (iii) the stopcock was then closed

mean and the standard deviation across all the pigs. The ampli-

to maintain the negative pressure.

tude of each slow wave event was computed by subtracting the

To filter the signals, signals were first down sampled to 30 Hz

maximum potential amplitude by the minimum potential amplitude

for computational efficiency. A Gaussian moving median filter of

within a window from 1 s before to 4 s after the AT. The time

20 s and a Savitzky–Golay filter (polynomial order: 9, window width:

range was defined based on the observation that both the trough

1.7 s) of 0–1.98 Hz were then applied, respectively, to remove the

potential and the peak potential of a slow wave event occurred

baseline drift and the high-frequency noise.

30,31

MATLAB R2019b

within this range. The ARI for each slow wave event was computed

(MathWorks) was used to perform all the filtering and data analysis

by measuring the time difference between the AT and the cor-

in this study.

responding RT. The gradients at the AT and the RT of each slow
wave event were calculated using a three-p oint central difference

2.5 | Analysis methods

approach.
For each pig, the mean amplitude, ARI, AT gradient, and RT gradient were calculated for each morphology group. The overall aver-

The ATs of the recordings from the FPC and the suction electrode ar-

age amplitude, ARI, absolute AT gradient, and absolute RT gradient

rays were automatically marked. For biphasic slow wave recordings,

of each morphology group were then generated by calculating the

ATs were marked at the time of the most negative gradient within

mean and the standard deviation across all the pigs. Absolute gra-

the activation phase of each slow wave event using the falling-edge,

dients were used because the slopes for the AT and the RT were

variable threshold algorithm.32 For monophasic slow wave record-

opposed for biphasic and monophasic signals. One-way ANOVA and

ings, ATs were marked at the time of the most positive gradient

post hoc comparison tests were then conducted between biphasic

within the activation phase of each slow wave event using variable

and monophasic, and between monophasic morphology 1 and mor-

threshold wavelet algorithm.33 The RTs were marked at the maxi-

phology 2 groups, respectively. A p-value of 0.05 was used to deter-

mum gradient for biphasic slow wave signals or the minimum gradi-

mine statistical significance.

ent for monophasic slow wave signals in the period 1 to 7 s after
ATs, using variable threshold wavelet algorithm. The time range was
based on previous studies and empirical testing. 28,34 Finally, manual

2.5.3 | Activation and recovery map generation

review and correction were performed to ensure the accuracy of the
markers. Biphasic and monophasic slow wave events were extracted

Since the signals were recorded simultaneously by the FPC and the

by segmenting the filtered recordings with a window of 13 s (from

suction electrode arrays from adjacent positions, ATs of biphasic

4 s before to 9 s after each AT). The baseline offset of each signal

and monophasic slow wave recordings were manually clustered to-

segment was then removed.

gether, into wavefronts based on the timing. Three wavefronts were
then selected for each pig and included in the following analysis. In
experimental recordings, slow waves may not be recorded by a few

2.5.1 | Categorization of monophasic slow wave

electrodes, due to lack of contact, loss of suction, degradation of
the electrode, or due to amplitude variations in propagating slow

For each of the monophasic signal segment, the amplitude of the

waves.13 To compensate for the loss of spatial resolution from these

early repolarization phase was measured between the peak and the

invalid electrodes, within an interpolation radius of twice the inter-

trough of the downstroke. Each segment was then categorized into

electrode distance (8 mm for FPC electrode arrays and 20 mm for

one of the two groups based on the amplitude of the early repolari-

suction electrode arrays) from recorded channels within each wave-

zation phase. If the early repolarization amplitude of the slow wave

front, the ATs and RTs were interpolated for each invalid electrode

event was greater than 50% of the slow wave event amplitude, this

using inverse distance weighting interpolation.35 Finally, the ATs and

slow wave event was categorized as monophasic slow wave mor-

RTs were linearly interpolated for each electrode array to have a uni-

phology 1. Otherwise, this slow wave event was categorized as

fied spacing to improve visualization.

monophasic slow wave morphology 2. The percentage prevalence

The interpolated ATs and RTs were visualized using isochronal

of each group was calculated for each pig. The overall mean and

activation and recovery maps to assess the slow wave propaga-

standard deviation prevalence of each morphology was calculated

tion pathways. The isochronal color bands indicated the area of

across all pigs.

the wavefront propagation per a certain time interval. For each

|
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electrode array, a pair of activation and recovery maps were gener-

5 of 11

of 5 min. Monophasic slow waves were recorded from both 3 × 3
and 5 × 5 suction electrode arrays. Example recordings illustrating

ated for each wavefront.

antegrade slow wave propagation from corpus to antrum recorded
by both the FPC and 5 × 5 suction electrode arrays are shown in

2.5.4 | Coverage loss percentage calculation

Figure 2. In this example, the recordings from FPC and suction electrode arrays showed biphasic and monophasic morphologies, re-

For each wavefront, the coverage of each electrode type was cal-

spectively. Normal antegrade slow wave propagation patterns were

culated as

observed in three out of eight pig studies (Figure 2), while the other
five exhibited dysrhythmic patterns with slow wave frequencies

Number of Channels with an Identifiable AT
AT Coverage =
× 100 %
Total Channel Number
(1)

ranging from 2 to 4 cycles per minute. Retrograde slow wave propa-

and

dysrhythmic recordings.

gation was observed in two out of the five dysrhythmic pigs, while
ectopic pacemakers were identified in the other three out of the five

Number of Channels with an Identifiable RT
RT Coverage =
× 100 % .
Total Channel Number
(2)
For each electrode type, a coverage loss percentage between the AT

3.1 | Categorization of monophasic slow wave and
average morphology

and the RT maps were calculated for each wavefront as
Coverage Loss Percentage =

AT Coverage − RT Coverage
× 100 % .
AT Coverage
(3)

Across all experimental studies, the overall prevalence of monophasic slow wave morphology 1 and 2 was 37 ± 25% and 63 ± 25%. The
average morphologies of the biphasic slow wave, monophasic slow

After which, the overall average coverage loss percentage of each elec-

wave, monophasic slow wave morphology 1, and monophasic slow

trode type was calculated by computing the mean and standard devi-

wave morphology 2 are shown in Figure 3. The average biphasic

ation across all the pigs using the method described in Section 2.5.2.

slow wave morphology included a gradual upstroke, a sharp downstroke, and a sharp upstroke, followed by a gradual upstroke back

3
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to the baseline. The average monophasic slow wave morphology
consisted of a sharp upstroke, a sharp downstroke (early repolarization), and a gradual upstroke, followed by a plateau and a sharp

For each of the 8 pigs, high-resolution biphasic and monophasic

downstroke back to the baseline. The average morphology of mono-

slow wave events (n = 1145.9 ± 584.9) were recorded for a duration

phasic slow wave morphology 1 and 2 was similar to the average

F I G U R E 2 Examples of high-resolution biphasic and monophasic slow wave recordings. Two high-resolution flexible printed circuit
electrode arrays and a 5 × 5 suction electrode array were placed on the serosa as shown on the left. The recordings of 3 electrodes
from each electrode array are shown on the right. The positions of corresponding channels are indicated by black (A and C) and blue (B)
rectangles. The slow wave propagation direction is shown as the gray arrow. The early repolarization is indicated by the black arrow. The
activation and the recovery times are identified by green plus and red cross symbols on the traces

6 of 11
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F I G U R E 3 Average morphology of
(A) biphasic slow wave, (B) monophasic
slow wave, (C) monophasic slow wave
morphology 1, and (D) monophasic
slow wave morphology 2. The mean
morphology is shown as the black line,
and 1 standard deviation from the mean
is shown as the gray shaded area. The
activation times (ATs) and the recovery
times (RTs) are identified as green plus and
red cross symbols

F I G U R E 4 Box plots quantifying the
(A) amplitude, (B) activation to recovery
interval, (C) activation time gradient, and
(D) recovery time gradient, for biphasic
slow waves (gray), monophasic slow
waves (violet), monophasic slow wave
morphology 1 (green), and monophasic
slow wave morphology 2 (pink).
The number of pigs included in each
calculation is shown as n. *p < 0.05

monophasic slow wave morphology, other than the amplitude of the

deviation of the mean was 0.6 vs. 0.3 mV). There was less variation

early repolarization. There was greater variability in the morphology

in monophasic slow wave morphology 1 compared with morphology

of the monophasic slow wave compared with the biphasic slow wave

2 as shown in Figure 3(C,D) (the maximum value within 1 standard

as shown in Figure 3(A,B) (the maximum value within 1 standard

deviation of the mean was 0.2 vs. 0.6 mV).

|
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3.2 | Average amplitude, ARI, AT gradient, and
RT gradient

The coverage loss percentage of suction electrode arrays was lower

Box plots of the results of the average amplitude, ARI, AT gradient,

recovery phases were not recorded by 43% of FPC electrodes on

and RT gradient are shown in Figure 4. In summary, between the

average, when identifiable activation phases were recorded by the

biphasic and the monophasic groups, there were no differences

same electrode. This percentage decreased to 4% on average, when

in amplitudes and AT gradients as shown in Figure 4(A) and (C)

using suction electrodes.

The results of the coverage loss percentage are shown in Figure 6.
than that of FPC electrode arrays (4 ± 6% vs. 43 ± 11%). Identifiable

(1.6 ± 0.5 vs. 1.6 ± 0.5 mV, p = 0.80 and 0.5 ± 0.2 vs. 0.6 ± 0.2 mV·s−1,
p = 0.13). However, the ARIs from the biphasic slow waves were
shorter than those from the monophasic slow waves as shown in

4
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DISCUSSION

Figure 4(B) (3.2 ± 0.8 vs. 4.4 ± 0.9 s, p = 0.020). In addition, the RT
gradients of monophasic slow waves were significantly larger than

In this paper, a novel high-resolution multi-channel suction electrode

those of the biphasic slow waves as shown in Figure 4(D) (0.5 ± 0.1

array was introduced. The electrode array was applied in in vivo

vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 mV·s , p = 0.041). In other words, monophasic slow

pig studies to record propagating monophasic slow waves, where

waves had similarly steep activation phases and steeper recovery

the activation and the recovery profiles were captured with high-

phases when compared to biphasic slow waves. For both the bi-

fidelity. The design was verified against conventional FPC electrode

phasic and the monophasic slow waves, the activation phases were

arrays, which were used in pig studies to record biphasic slow waves.

−1

−1

easily identifiable due to the large gradient around 0.55 mV·s .

The average morphologies of slow wave recordings from both elec-

Monophasic recovery phases resulted in similar absolute gradient

trode types were compared, with the suction electrode array re-

values to activation phases and facilitated accurate detection of this

cording a more identifiable recovery phase with a higher gradient. In

phase. Between the monophasic morphology 1 and 2 groups, similar

addition, monophasic slow wave events from the suction electrode

ARIs were detected as shown in Figure 4(B) (4.3 ± 1.0 vs. 4.4 ± 0.9 s,

array were categorized into two groups based on their morphologi-

p = 0.85). However, the monophasic morphology 2 had significantly

cal characteristics and after which their amplitudes, ARIs, and gradi-

larger amplitude, AT gradient, and RT gradient than the morphol-

ents were compared.

ogy 1 as shown in Figure 4(A, C, and D) (1.8 ± 0.5 vs. 1.1 ± 0.2 mV,

The morphologies of the biphasic and the two monophasic

p = 0.0038, 0.8 ± 0.2 vs. 0.3 ± 0.1 mV·s , p < 0.0001, and 0.5 ± 0.1 vs.

slow wave groups were similar to the various types of slow waves

−1

0.3 ± 0.1 mV·s−1, p = 0.0030).

recorded in a previous in vitro cat study.16 In the study by Bortoff,
slow waves of three morphology types were recorded using needle

3.3 | Activation maps, recovery maps, and
coverage loss percentages

electrodes under different experimental conditions: (i) slow waves
of biphasic morphology were recorded in the bath at 1 mm above
the jejunum serosa; (ii) slow waves of monophasic morphology 1
were recorded with light pressure onto the jejunum serosa; and (iii)

Two pairs of activation and recovery maps from two pigs are

slow waves of monophasic morphology 2 were recorded when the

shown in Figure 5. From the activation maps of both pigs, the

electrodes penetrated the jejunum serosa. The pressure between

slow wave propagation directions can be identified from both FPC

the electrode and the recording site was concluded as the reason

and suction electrode array maps, indicating antegrade (normal)

for various recording morphologies. We hypothesized that the two

slow wave propagations. However, for the recovery maps, a larger

distinct monophasic morphologies in this study were related to the

portion of FPC electrodes were unable to record identifiable RTs

difference in the pressure applied. Future studies with controlled

while recording identifiable ATs, compared with the suction elec-

and uniform pressure will be used to further understand the genesis

trodes. Therefore, the spatial recovery maps of the FPC electrode

of the waveforms.

arrays were patchy and not reliable for analysis, due to the de-

In the cardiac field, a pronounced early repolarization, or J-

creased coverage. In comparison, the recovery maps of the suction

wave as indicated on ECG, is related to cardiac disorders, such as

electrode arrays had comparable coverages to the activation maps

Brugada syndrome, and a marker for idiopathic ventricular fibrilla-

as seen in Figure 5. The coverage decreases of both electrode

tion.36,37 APD has been defined across the heart and its dispersion

types were quantified as coverage loss percentages, as detailed

has been associated with cardiac arrhythmias.38,39 Under variable

in the next paragraph. The pathways of the recovery profiles from

cycle lengths, the relationship between APD and the preceding di-

the suction electrode arrays in Figure 5 were recognizable as an-

astolic interval is termed the cardiac electrical restitution and was

tegrade slow wave propagations, which were consistent with the

defined with the use of pacing devices or drugs.40,41 Alterations to

corresponding activation profiles. In general, these recovery maps

the cardiac electrical restitution was used to explain the genesis and

from suction electrode arrays were able to provide more useful

maintenance of cardiac arrhythmias.42,43 However, in the gastro-

information about the propagation dynamics than those from FPC

intestinal field, the information of ARI has not been fully studied.

electrode arrays.

Furthermore, the gastrointestinal electrical restitution has not been

8 of 11
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F I G U R E 5 Activation and recovery maps with the corresponding positions of the electrode arrays. The isochronal interval used is 1 s.
The maps within the same row were generated from the same wavefront and considered as a pair. Activation maps are shown on the left,
whereas corresponding recovery maps are shown on the right. (A) The positions of the electrode arrays for (B–E). (F) The positions of
the electrode arrays for (G–J). The activation or recovery times that were not detectable have been identified with a white dot and was
interpolated
defined to date. Similar functional studies are required through the

To further improve the design of the suction electrode array, the

use of monophasic recordings to define the electrical restitution and

spatial resolution can be further enhanced by using smaller micro-

to uncover the relevance of a distinct early repolarization in health

electrode holders with grid frames of larger numbers of channels

and disease.

and smaller inter-
electrode spacings. Increased flexibility of the
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the mechanisms that lead to the genesis and maintenance of gastric
dysrhythmias can be identified.
Although the importance of ARI, RAI, and gastrointestinal electrical restitution is not yet known, it is anticipated that these metrics
provide important information about abnormal slow wave propagations. In the future, the importance of these metrics will be established by further analyzing high-resolution monophasic slow wave
recordings. In addition, high-resolution suction electrode arrays can
also be applied to other parts of the gastrointestinal system such as
the intestines and colon to capture monophasic signals to define gastrointestinal electrical restitution in these organs. The use of multi-
channel suction electrode array will help in dysrhythmia analysis and
assessment of therapeutics, by enabling the ability to monitor these
electrophysiology metrics in high-resolution. For example, during
pacing or ablation strategies,49,50 the slow wave recovery phase
F I G U R E 6 Comparison of coverage loss percentages between
the flexible printed circuit (FPC) electrode and the suction
electrode arrays. The coverage loss percentage of FPC electrode
arrays was over 10 times higher than that of suction electrode
arrays. The number of pigs included in each calculation is
shown as n

could be useful to determine the accurate timing of impulses or the
precise location for ablation. Contact surface electrodes have been
used to record slow waves from gastric mucosal surface.51 Suction
electrode arrays can potentially be applied to the mucosal surface
to capture recovery phase information. Furthermore, the electrode
design could be embedded into an endoscope, where both the en-

suction electrode can be obtained by replacing the acrylic frame

doscopy images and the high-resolution monophasic slow wave re-

with a flexible frame, to match the contour of the recording surface.

cordings can be captured simultaneously to assist diagnosis.

Alternatively, curved acrylic frames can be designed and manufactured ad-hoc to match the recording surface. To simplify construc-
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cordings. However, the signal to noise ratio of optical recording was
lower than the conventional surface contact electrode methods. The
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is reasonable to hypothesize that the recovery phase propagation
patterns differ between normal and diseased cases and play a critical role in maintenance of these normal or abnormal slow wave
propagations. 28 It is anticipated that with the introduction of this
high-resolution suction electrode array for recovery phase mapping,
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